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CHANTICLEER
Breast cancer awareness
that concentrates on the breast area to find
abnormalities too small to see or feel. If an
News Feature
abnormality is found, then a biopsy is conWhen the average college girl thlnks of ducted to reveal if the tumor is cancerous or
October, what comes to her mind? Parties, non cancerous.
Homecoming, Mid-terms, breast cancer?
They removed my mother's left breast aid
Chances are, most college girls don't thlnk of lymph node. She way prescribed six months
breast cancer October 1s natlonal breast can- heavy chemotherapy. All of her hair fell out,
cer awareness month and for some, those she was extremely weak, and her teeth
plnk nbbons are more than cute
became so loose that she could wiggle them.
When my mother was diagnosed with breast But still, there was no guarantee that she
cancer at age 45, I found myself ashng mil- would live.
It is estimated that in 1997, there will be
lions of questions The most important question was, IS she golng to live? And I was 180,200 new cases of invasive breast cancer
afraid to know the answer But I also found diagnosed among women in the U.S. That is
why it is extremely important for women to
out that my mom wasn't alone.
According to the Amerlcan Cancer Society, perform a B.S.E. (or breast self examination)
breast cancer 1s the most common form of every month. Your doctor can show you how,
cancer among women excluding s b n cancers or you can call 1-800-ACS-2345 for more
Also, breast cancer IS the second leadlng information.
There are seveial campus and local organicause of cancer death In women, exceeded
zations that are involved with breast cancer
only by lung cancer
A doctor found the lump in my mother's research. Delta Sigma Theta will be giving
breast When the blopsy, or tlssue sample out information on Oct. 15 in the T.M.B. The
was taken, the results were bad and we knew club ALTRUSA will be holding a free breast
screening clinic in late February at Anniston
the worst was yet to come
Usually breast cancer is detected wlth the ~ e m o r i a lHospital. And the Susan B.
use of a mammogram It is a x-ray device See Breast page 5

by Jamie Henderson

Zihui Liu remembered
by Rachel Riddell
Managing Editor
"This was a problem of a young lady who
came to trust others too easily. She had a history of being too trustful," s a d Chief Rick
Tubbs of the University Police Department.
Campus safety is not always on our minds.
Sometimes a glance into the past can make us
think differently.
Zihui Liu, a Chinese national, lived at the
Wesley Foundation and worked at the Bibb
Graves computer lab about a year ago until
she was officially reported missing on
Sunday October 20, 1996. She was last seen
around 10 p.m. near the Theron Montgomery
Building on October 18, 1996.
The University Police Department became
involved in a search on Monday, October 21,
1996 when Zihui failed to show up for her
first class.
Friends and family posted flyers around
campus and at local businesses. Several
informal meetings were held over the matter.
The family even offered a large reward in
information leading to the successful location
of Zihui.
In December of 1996, students and faculty
participated in a yellow ribbon campaign. It

"This was a problem of a young
lady who came to trust others too
easily. "
--Chief Rick Tubbs
was to remind students of those members of
the University community who were missing
or had died that fall semester. About 40 students turned out to help with the ribbon hanging campaign.
Liu's body was found by a state highway
inspector around 10:30 a.m. December 16,
1996 near the intersection of Green Valley
Road and U.S. 431 in Etowah County. The
body was found in a shallow grave, covered
by dirt, debris and running water, according
to officials at the Etowah County Sheriff's
Office. Positive identification was completed
a few days after the body was found.
Detective Bill Wineman of the Jacksonville
Police Department, investigated the death as
a homicide. Chen Shi, a former JSU student
and last person to be seen with Liu, disappeared a week after Liu and was also considered missing.

sesbdent page 5
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Deformed frogs are appearing i n three states: Minnesota, Vermont, and
California. Local professors fear that simtllar problems could exist i n Alabama.

Alarming mutations found
by Phil Attinger
News writer
Deformed frogs have turned up in large
numbers in the US. The alarm began two
years ago when a group of high school students in Minnesota went out to collect some
frogs for one of their classes. They discovered an incredibly high number of deformed
frogs, with defects ranging from the normal
four legs to as many as seven or nine legs, or
as few as two or three legs, according to
George Cline, Ph.D., a herpetologist in the
Biology Department of JSU.
Cline says that this helped to get the herpetological community organized and interested in making a standardized search of the
rest of the country for deformed frogs.
Reports seem to indicate three "hot spots"
around the US: Minnesota, Vermont, and
California. Cline warns that one could go
out to a pond and look for frogs, and find
one or a couple have extra legs: "One out
of, literally, thousands."
"The thing that's frightening about the situation in Minnesota right now, is that there
are hundreds-thousands-of
deformed
frogs that have been reported. And not just
from one area," reports Cline.
Cline also says that frogs might lose legs
to predators, but the numbers are way too
high.
"The only thing from Alabama," says
Cline, "is that we have a couple of individual frogs, that have been reported as having
deformities, but we haven't made an effort
yet to go out and systematically search."

Cline hopes that soon JSU will have a student who will go out and perform such a survey. At least one Biology student is very
interested in starting such a project as soon
as one can be organized.
One possible cause of deformities is high
pH levels in the water. Cline says that while
high pH would account for population
declines, it would not account for the deformities. Possibly, ultra-violet radiation (W)
could penetrate the egg mass and destroy or
change the DNA, but deformities would
exist in more ways than just limbs or eyes.
Cline also suggests that a worm parasite of
garter snakes has infected some tadpoles,
entering where the limbs form. Cline agrees
that this might disrupt the development of
the limbs, but the problem is that while it
explains local outbreaks, it cannot explain
the state-wide effects.
On September 30th, the Minnesota
Department of Pollution Control held a news
conference, where they announced that they
retrieved water for study and raised tadpoles
in these samples. After controlling pH and
UV, they reported that nearly 75-100% of
the matured frogs had deformities. They
also used tap water from homes in the area,
with the same results.
Considering the high agricultural use of
the land in Minnesota, Cline warns that the
tap water may be well-water, from deep
aquifers. "If that ground water is polluted,
it's going to be centuries before could be
cleared up."
Minnesota and California have large agri-

See Frog page 3

Iqemicia Calvin reported criminal trespassing at Fitzpatrick Hall from 9-1

Barbie Goes To
College

*Adrian Holloway reported criminal mischief on. 10-3 at Sparkman Hall
parking lot leaving scratch marks on both sides of an automobile causing $1,000 in damage.
*Steven Craig Harper reported harassing communications at Logan Hall
parking lot from 9-29 to 9-30.

I

z r . Hardy Jackson, head of the JSU History Department will present a
program on h s recent book, "Putting Loafing Streams to Work. The Bullding
of Lay, Mitchell, M m n , and Jordan Dams, 1910-1929," Tuesday, October 14,
at 7 30 pm on the 11 floor of the library. The program is sponsored by the
Fnends of Houshn Cole Library and the Auburn Center for the Arts and
Hummtles Copies of Dr Jackson's book, wlll be avalable for purchase and
signing by the author. A recephon wlll follow the program.
*JSUModel Arab League Meeting: All JSU Students wishing to participate In the Spnng 1998 Model Arab League program m Savannah, GA as a
member of JSU's team are invited to attend an organlzatlonal meeting on
Thursday, October 16, at 3 pm in room 240 M m n Hall. Meehng agenda
Includes selechon of Arab country to represent and informahon on special
Spnng courses. If unable to attend, call Dr. Baucom at 782-58 11.
*JSU and the Alabama Press Association are sponsoring a series of six
free workshops for Alabama weekly and druly newspaper reporters and editors. The workshops will be conducted by Clarke Stallworth, former managing editor of The B m n g h a m News The Workshops will cover newspaper
wnhng, reporhng, edihng, and coachlng There will be sessions for druly
reporters and editors, for weekly reporters and editors, for editonal wnters,
sports wnters, and photographers. The first workshop will be held from 9 am
to 4 pm 1rr the Houston Cole Lrbrary on Oct: 30, whrch ~ n d u d eas lunch.
*In celebration of the Hispanic Heritage Month 925 is presenting Latin
sounds wiht your host John. Listen I t s in the lahn music world as well as a
great vanety of laun sounds Fix your radio dial on October 12 from 1-4 pm
for a new alternauve in music laan sounds.
*Sister Hazel and TONCconcert tickets are on sale at JSU ticket both on
the 2nd floor of the TMB. 'lickets are $10 for JSU students and $15 General
admission. The concert will be held at Pete Mathews Coliseum, Oct 22nd
*JSUwill present an exhibition of recent paintings by M. E. G m v e r from
October 7-31, 8.30 am to 4:00 pm. Thls exhbition is free and open for all.
*AmericanRed Cross is offering classes in adult C.P.R and basic first aid
Oct 13-14 from 5 pm -9 pm There will also be an Amencan Red Cross
instructor course in C P.R and first a d offered Oct 21-23 For more informaaon, please call 236-0391. Classes are limted to 10 participants Pre-reglstrahon is required
*Ifyou would like information on the 'Visa Lottery," i.e. registration for
the Divers~tyImrmgrant Vtsa Program, please come to the lnternatlonal
Programs & Services Oftice in Brewer Hall (122 Daugette Hall). I have complete demls there The &glstra~onpenod is from October 24 to November
24, 1997

by CPS
America's favorited plastic sweetheart is a college girl now.
Under that special licensing agreement, Barbie is on sale at college
bookstores on 19 major campuses,
includiag
Clemson,
Duke,
Wisconsin, Arkansas, Georgia and
Virginia.

Health Experts
Urge Students
To
Vaccinate
Hepatitis B
by CPS
Tampa, F1a.-Hepatitis B, a potentially deadly h e r disease 100 times

bv, Matt Herron
Kentucky Kernel
Lexington, Ky.-For soclal fraternities, parties could cost more
than a vicious hangover
Because of an increasing number of lawsults nationwide, Insurance companies are cracking
down on the Greeks by charglng
higher premiums for liability
insurance
Companies such as Lloyds of
London, which lnsures the
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity at
University of Kentucky, are now

Scott Hopkin, Editor in Chief
Rachel Riddell, Managing Editor (available), News Editor
Chris Colvard, Features Editor Shannon Fagan, Sports
Editor Kevin Fotovich Photographer
Emily Wester, Advertising Director

Clarke Stallworth, Advisor
The Chanticleer, the student newspaper of Jacksonville State University, is produced by students. The editor in chief has the final decision on editorial content.
Editorials are the opinions of the editorial staff unless otherwise stated. The editor in chief reserves the right to edit for content and space. Funding is provided
through advertisements and University appropriations. Our office is located in
180 Self Hall. We can be reached at 782-5701, and our advertising director can
be reached at 782-5712. Our e-mail address is newspaper@studentmail.jsu.edu.

UC Task Force

The task force said if high school
grade-point averages and alternative
tests were weighed
during- the
admission process instead of SAT
scores, Hispanic students' eligibility
would rise 59 ""en'.

R e c0mm en ds
Dropping SAT

"For the first time, fraternities are seeing the
light. "
--Joel Epstein
looking more closely at past
behaviors and problems of the
chapters it insures.
"For the first time, the fraternities are seeing the light," said Joel
Epstein, consulting attorney at
the Higher Education Center for
Alcohol
and
Other
Drug
Prevention. "The companies are

saying, 'You have to learn to manage the risk."'
This risk of injury has not
always been
well-managed,
Epstein said. At the University of
Idaho in 1993, 18-year-old Alpha
Phi social sorority member
Regena Coghlan was left paralyzed after falling from a balcony.
She had been at two fraternity
parties before that fall, one that
was titled " 5 0 Ways to Lose Your
Liver."
Already there is evidence frater-

See Lawsuit page 5

SGA passes new fund laws
by Teana Miller
News writer

%
' I 25

by CPS
Berkeley, Calif.-A task force says
the University of California may
want to drop the use of SAT scores if
it wants to boost Hispanic enrollment.
The number of Hispanic students
at UC's nine campuses could fall by
as much as 70 percent by the 1998
fall semester, said the Latino
Eligibility Task Force.
"Numerous studies have questioned the SAT'S ability to predict
college success for minority students," the task force said in a report
presented to the UC -Board of
Regents. "It seems to have been a
banier for eligibility in UC for disadvantaged students since it was
incorporated into admission requirements in 1968."

Lawsuit threats fuel chapter changes

Slngle Copy
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more contagious than HIV, continues to spread on college campuses
even though it can be prevented with
a vaccine, health experts said.
About 300,000 new cases of
hepatitis B are reported each yar,
and nearly 70 percent of those getting sick are you ng people between
the ages of 15 to 39
While the disease can be easily
prevented with a vaccination, less
thatn 20 percent of college students
have received a shot, according to a
study by researchers at the
University of South Florida College
of Medicine.
Many students, in fact, told
researchers they know little about
the disease-unl~ke AIDS, which
has been the focus of a major aware-

At its meeting on Monday
evening, the Student Government
Association passed nine student
bills and held a forum to discuss
the food court
The meetlng began with guest
speaker
Joe
Whitmore,
a
spokesman for JSU who works in
the area of Institutional Research
He and representatives from
Marriott discussed several issues
surrounding the buildlng of the
food court including everything
from its physlcal appearance to
the 15-dollar assessment whlch
will be added yearly to student ID
cards The assessment will allow
students 15 dollars In food from
the food court.

Whitmore explained that the
assessment assures Marriott a certain foundation of business to
build on. "Obviously, [Marriott
is] in business to make money,"
he sald, "and one of their first
concerns was The Roost is only
doing [so] much business now
How [can they] know that putting
a food court in is going to generate enough business to support
it?"
Next week, the SGA will vote on
whether or not to support the

"We're basically putting a
little responsibility on the
Senate to say ... yeah or nay
on this. "

--Chip Yarbrough

assessment. Chris Glover, SGA
President, encouraged the other
officers and Senators to find out
what the students think about it.
"There [are] a lot of other students
that are not in this room right
now," he said, "...so go out and
ask them questions. Find out
what their feelings are."
Two of the student bills passed
at the meeting amended the JSU
SGA Code of Laws. Both amendments pertain to the allocation of
funds to student organizations.
Student Bill #18 states that the
Senate will vote on requests by
student organizations for money.
The Appropriations Committee
will still receive and review
re'quests by organizations, but
now it will submit those to the

See SGA page 4
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Jax state builds new NT lab in Merrill
by Scott Hopkin
Editor in Chief
There are now over 240 cornputers available on campus for student
use. The Academic Computing services is finishing the final touches
on 25 new pentiurn 200s running
Windows NT in the Continuing
Education Lab, The installation
began on October 1, and the lab was
operational by October 3.
The recent growth in labs around
campus, despite their use, are tausing a few problems. Currently, the
Academic Computing Services has
maxed out on University Aid,
which is causing difficulty finding
student workers.

"We only pay minimum wage,"
says
Don
Walter,
JSU
ConsultantProgrammer, "and anyone who knows about computers
can get better."
One of the other major problems
involves grades. Of the fifty plus
applications Academic Computing
Services received, only four to five
people were above the required 2.0
GPA.
The lack of student workers is
why Bibb Graves has the only labs
open on the weekend for student
use. Walter says that students are
often lined up on Sunday, waiting
for the lab to open at one Pm.
"We have a lot of machines, and
all are very good," says Walter, "the

demand is growing with the supply ...in the old days, there would be
lines standing and waiting on a
lab." He says students now find a
different building's lab instead of
waiting in line, though he says he
has seen a few lines recently at labs.
To combat this problem, the labs
on either side of Academic
Computing Services office in Bibb
Graves have blocked chat because
they want the labs to be used for
classwork.
Partially due to lack of student
workers, and partly due to class
schedules, labs on campus have
varying hours. A weekend student's
best bet is to go to Bibb Graves,
which stays open from nine am to
.

"
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Frogs from page 1
cultural economies, and may use
large amounts of chemical fertilizer. Vermont is a mystery to Cline,
since their largest agricultural pursuit is timber. Cline referred to
two major ways to study a problem
such as this: "Where is the problem?" and "What is the problem?",
both of which look at a part of the
whole picture.
"My gut feeling is that it's a
chemical problem," says Cline.
"but, there may not be a simple

require hard evidence of a specific
culprit before action will be taken,
according to Cline: "Systems are
harder to manipulate and manage."
For more information, visit these
sites: "Deformed Frog Page",
w~w.mncs.K12.mn.us/froglfrog.ht
ml; the National Biological
Survey, www.im.nbs.gov; and the
Minnesota Pollution Control
A
g
e
n
c
y
,
www.pca.state.mn.us/hot/frogs.ht
ml#news.

" M y gut feeling is that,,
it k a chemical problem,

answer to this." According to
Cline, problems like this typically
involve a number of factors,
because the natural environment
works as a system, not as individual parts. Government agencies
-

"., . . - . . - . . - . - - - -

three pm bn Saturday and one to ten
pm on Sunday.
Walter says that a login ID might
be created for students sometime in
the future for use in the lab.
Although this is one more thing for
people to forget, he says that there
is one plus: he wnats to give students three meg hard drive space on
the server for private use.

HELPWANTED
Assistance with
wedding receptions and
private parties. Need servers,
dishwashers and setup crew
for tablestchairs.

PART-TIMEMEEKENDS

238-0050

Cut.Cut.Cut.Cut.
Cut. FREE Cut.
Have a six pack on Flip! Come in.
Get a punch card. Get five haircuts.
Get your sixth one free.
It's that simple.
-3h11lrpqobwson

%

H a ~Des~gner
r
located in Kanin A Hain E~~enbeb
College Center #4

435-2529
UppGnent~
and U&-uu W d m

W ' d B 2 +pov$nentrn2
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College costs outpace inflation
When ~tcomes to paylng for college, the news 1s mlxed A record
amount of f~nanclal ard-about
NEW YORK-The cost of col- $55 bill~on-was available to Stulege continues to go up nat~onally, dents last year, up 5 4% from the
outpacing lnflatlon
year before, the College Board
The average tultlon rate at a state s a ~ d .
college or unlverslty 1s $3,000 a
Most of the Increase, however,
year It's $13,000 at a prlvate was In the form of loans rather
school Those costs are about 5 than grants, and most of the new
percent h~gher-tr~ple the inflat~on borrowing was unsubsld~zed. That
rate-than. a year ago, s a ~ dthe means more and more students are
College Board, whlch Issued ~ t s belng forced to take out loans to
annual cost survey Sept 24
finance t h e ~ educatlon,
r
whlch they
According to the College Board, must repay after graduat~on
most students are paylng on averStill, College Board Pres~dent
age anywhere from $36 to $670 Donald M Stewart s a ~ d even
more than they d ~ dfor last year's though most students and their
tultlon
famll~esworry about the prlce of
But that's Just the beglnnlng
educatlon, "for most Americans,
Most colleges also raised room and college IS st111 access~b~e-espeboard costs, which are UP as much clally In the l ~ g h tof flnanc~alald
as 5% from last year Fees rose as currently dvallable "
much as 4% at two year colleges
Stewart noted that a majorlty of

by Colleen DeBaise
College Press Service

all students at four-year colleges
pay less than $4,000 per year for
tultlon and fees.
"Focusing too much on the highest-pr~ced lnstltutlons overstates
the problem and unduly alarms the
public," he s a d . "The United
states continues to extend higher
education opportunities to a larger
percent of the population than any
country in the world.!'
Half of all college students
receive some type of financial aid,
often a combination of grants or
scholarships, loans, and workstudy from federal, state, and private programs, said John Joyce, a
manager at College Scholarship
Serv~ce,the financlal a ~ darm of
the College Board
"Focusing on 'it~ckerprice' or
allow~ng'st~ckershock' to Influ-

See Cost page 5

Pursuing A Career In

ADVERTISING?
Gain valuable work experience a t
Jacksonville State University's Student newspaper.

Contact Emily at 782-5712

SGA from page 2
Senate for the final decision.
Student Bill #19 contains several additions to Chapter 602.
Section 6 now says that the
Senate can table, or put off voting
on, an organization's request for
money only once.
Chip
Yarbrough, chairperson of the
Constitution and Code of Laws
Committee which sponsored the
bills, explained the reason for this
change.
"There's no sense in having [the
organizations] come in here and
tabling [their request] over and
over again so that by the time
they do get the request for money
approved or disapproved, their
event has passed," he said.
"We're basically putting a little

responsibility on the Senate to
say ... yeah or nay on this."
Another amendment to Chapter
602 gives the SGA the power to
deny requests for money by organizations which have abused
funds in the past. Also, the
amendment says that organizations will have to repay misused
funds to the SGA.
Other student bills passed at
Monday night's meeting allowed
for the appointment of ten
Justices, three Senators, the
Chairperson of the Campus
Safety Committee, Senate Clerk,
President Pro-Tempore of the
Senate, Parliamentarian, and
Chaplain for this academic year.

!!SAVE YOUR MONEY! !

Book Bazaar
Exchange your 3 books
for our 2!
(only restriction romance for romance)

Sells all kinds
of new books
at 30-5O0IoDiscount!
BUYS some better books, too!
1 9 E. C h o c c o l o c c o Street

Oxford, AL

(Opposite City Hall) 835- 1940
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Cost from page 4
ence college
- choice will

Lawyer from page 2
nities are being forced to make
changes. One school, Bowdoin
College in Maine, has proposed
that its Greek System be expelled
by 2000, and the N a t i o n 4
Fraternity Conference is trying to
get 800 chapters to go alcoholfree by that year, Epstein said.
According to Fraternal Law, a
publication from the Manley,
Burke, Lipton, and Cook law firm,
fraternities are the sixth-riskiest to
insure, ranking behind hazardous
waste disposal companies and
ahead of engineers, doctors nad
lawyers.
Liability insurance covers "a
s l i ~ a, fall. some tyDe of accident
that occurs within the premises of
.A

the faternity," said Tony Hayden,
president of the Interfraternity
Council and a member of Sigma
Nu social fraternity.
Most claims filed against fraternities result from fights or falls
from high places, according to the
spring 1997 edition of Knightly
News, published by Sigma Nu.
The lowest number of claims are
filed for hazing incidents.
According to a 1991 risk management report from Phi Gamma
Delta International, if a fraternity
member knowingly violates the
law, i.e. serves alcohol to minors,
etc., and a claim is filed as a result
of an accident, the insurance company may not have to pay.

"For the first time, paternities are seeing the
light.
--Joel Epstein
"

Ultimately, chapters may have
to do away with alcohol if for any
other reason than to keep from
going bankrupt, Hayden said.
"Either go dry and (pay lower
premiums)" Hayden said,"or stay
wet and [insurance companies]
are going to hike [rates] up so
high that only the biggest, richest
chapters will be able to afford
them.

limit

opportunities that are out there forstudents." he said.
In contrast to loan aid, federal
grant money has grown only
slightly in the past decade. Loans
now make"up about 60% of all aid,
compared to slightly more than
40% in 1980-81.
In particular, the purchasing
power of the Pell Grant, available
to the neediest students, has
dropped off steadily for the past 15
years, the College Board noted.
At its peak in the 1970's, the Pel1
Grant covered three-quarters of the
average cost of a public four-year
college, and one-third of the cost
of a ~ r i v a t ecollege. Since that

tlme, the grant has lost ground to
inflation and rising college costs.
Now, the Pel1 Grant covers about
one-third the cost of a public col
lege and one-seventh the cost of a
private college.
Congress is about to increase the
maximum Pel1 grant from $2,700
to $3,000-to little, critics say to
keep up with costs.
At four-year public universities,
average fees this year rose to
$1,501 from $1,465.
Private four-year universities on
the average raised their fees to
$13,664 from $12,994 last year,
and private two-year colleges to
$6,855 from $6,613.

Student from page 1
UPD Chief Tubbs responded to
today's security situation on campus. He believes that there has not
been a significant change in behavior in safety.
He also stated that walking alone
at night had made her vulnerable to
a dangerous situation.
"This is a safe campus compared
to many others. We have a very
low crime rate. And we also need
to remember that these occurrences
are very rare," said Chief Tubbs.
A big way to prevent this from
happening again, i i to make sure
that people aren't walking alone at
night or in strange areas. There is
an escort service for women to use.
If a woman is aloni: and needs an
escort to her final destination on
campus, just call 782-5050, and
someone will be sent to help for a
safe return.

Safe*

Safer*

Breast from page 3
Komen foundation, which supports
research and treatment is available
at 1-800-IM-AWARE.
Survivors of breast cancer, loved
ones of victims, and supporters for
the research wear a pink ribbon
during October to outwardly show
that they are involved in the fight
against breast cancer.
As for my mother, She has been
in remission for five years. I know
without early detection and treatment, she would not be alive today.
She still has all of her wigs, hairpieces, and turbans. They serve as
a "souvenir" of her trip through
hell. And once in a while, she pulls
them out, tries them on and has a
good, long cry.

Credit Card fundraisers for
fraternities, sororities & groups.
Any campus organization can
raise up to $1000 by earning a
whopping $5.00NISA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65
Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.

Secure your
retirement with
U.S, Savings
Bonds.
U.S. Savings Bonds are the
safe way to build retirement
savings. Why? They're
backed by the full faith and
credit of'the United States. So
what could be safer? Get U.S.
Savings Bonds where you work
or bank. For more information,
ask your employer or bank, or
write: U.S. Savings Bonds,
Washington, DC 20226.

For a recorded message of
current rate information,
call 1-800-4US BOND
1-800-487-2663

Pkza
Jiut@
Large

2-Topping Pizza
Dine-In CarryoutI U hDelivery
e r r 'ivalldbkl

813 Pelham - Jacksonville

A
pkca

435-5202

Jiut,

I
1
I

I
I
I
I

Two Large
Single-Topping Pizzas
2 ~ i t e of
r Pepsi

I
I

$1399

D m - I n Carryout Dellvery

i\$'here A\a~lahlel

I
I
1

1-Topping

Medium Pizza

$699
Carryout Onlv

CC

VIEWS
well before you notice problems, and
has the side effect of keeping you
healthy
If you are l m t e d to only a few rmnutes to calm yourself before dealing
with the next stressor, there are a couple of stopgap methods you can use
Try sithng down in a place you feel
comfortable in, preferably someplace
without people, or at least quiet Close
your eyes, and lean your head on a
table, char side or anyhng else converuent Take several deep breaths,
Dear Stressed Out,
I'm going to focus on the time alone spacing them about two seconds apart,
aspect of stress management; dealing or whatever is comfortable Now
with stress as it is happening is too sit- tocus on your forehead, and make
uational to discuss fully. Here are a your muscles relax, wiping away
few ways that you can reduce stress on wnnkles Repeat on the side of the
eyes, then neck. If you have anyone
your own, in a minimum of time.
If you are a social person, getting out avalable and at least sem-shlled, get
and talking to friends about your prob a neck and shoulder massage
There are a lot of advice books on
lems, or just simply getting away from
the normal places you haunt can work how to deal with stress, most of which
wonders. Try to do something you seem to have very simlar theones to
deeply enjoy at least twice a week; one another, though the methods vary
you will feel rested afterwards and can I know the JSU library has at least a
deal better with job and class stresses. few books on the subject, and any
If you are a meditative person, some- bookstore you walk into would be
one who going out and talking with happy to sell you a dozen books
people is highly stressful or tiring, you These are my suggeshons, find what
should probably curl up with a book works for you
for a while, though no more than an
hour at the most, or do something else Dear DI: Stafi
I've been having trouble sleeping the
that occupies the mind to the exclusion
of the world. Make sure to leave your past couple of weeks. I know much of
house/apartment/dorm as often as fea- it has to do with my weird schedule. I
sible to do this; a person can become need help on how to clear my mind
seriously depressed if they stay too before going to bed. I oftenfind myself
long indoors and away from the rest of thinking about the guy I like, what I
the world. The idea is to rest, not to halv to do this week, andanyrhing rhar
puts a dent in nl).pockttbook Please
retreat from the world entirely.
For people of either type, exercise is give me a h.ay to release those
the best method of stress reduction. A thoughts.
wall< around the block a few times, a "Tossing Like a Tunlover"
blke ride, working out in the campus
gym, or anything else that takes a lot Dear Turnover,
There arc a lot of things that people
of energy is good. Try to keep a r e p lar schedule of exercise if possible, can do to relax to sleep, ranging tiom
this knocks your stress levels down the traditional glass of warm milk tr,
Dear Dr Stafi
I am in my third year at Jachonville
State. I have three 'Ijobs" and I am
taking 15 hours worth of classes. It 1s
sometimes stresshl with all of this
going on. My grades so far are all
right, but they could be better My
question to you is this: What do you do
to cope with stressful situations?
Thank you,
"Stressed Out"

-

The Chanticleer

reading or watchlng TV. I'm going to
suggest two methods that work pretty
well for me.
Exercise, again, is a geat.way to
relax. If you spend a lot of time working your brain on mental problems and
you don't tire out your body at roughly the same pace, you're going to end
up tired at the end of the day, but won't
be able to sleep because your body still
has physical energy. Do something
strenuous about an hour before you
want to go to bed; that way, you won't
still be hyped from the workout when
you want to lay down and sleep.
The second is a meditative relaxation
technique my father taught me.
Laying in a comfortable position,
close your eyes and take several deep
breaths. Imagine that you are floating
on top of a warm lightly wavy liquid,
which you are very slowly sinking
into, feet first. Imagine the liquid l a p
ping at your feet, and while you are
doing so, tense your feet for several
seconds then completely relax them.
Repeat several times, then imagine the
liquid slowly lapping up your body.
Repeat the tenselrelax with your
calves, thighs, back, chest, arms, and
shoulders. By the time the liquid has
reached your neck, you should be feeling very warm, and very relaxed.
Instead of tensing, simply imagine that
the liquid is making your neck and
face feel the same as the rest of your
body. By the time you reach the top of
your head, you should be ready to drift
to sleep.

- please send su~missionsto
Dr. Staff care of the
Chanticleer at 180 Self halt,
or email US at
Newspaper&studentmail.jsu.edu.
All names wilt be kept prig
ate.

October 9, 1997

I get angry because
some moron believes if you
don't sleep with women,
you're automatically
gay.
YY

Chris Colvard

Looking past stereotypes
1

My name's Chris, and I'm a virgin
Translated, I don't have sexual
relations wlth anyone or anything.
I am either (a) saving myself for
marriage or (b) waiting for that special someone
I never come up to someone and
say "Hi, I'm a virgln. So how about
those Braves?" Nor do I wear a Tshirt stating "It's a virgln thing you wouldn't understand."
I'm not trying to cop a "holierthan-thou" attltude with it. Sure, I
may not have sex, but I do
think about it. Sometimes
I believe I'm the only
lecherous virgin in the
nation.
If it happens to come up
in conversation, I will
mention it. No bells and
whistles necessary.
Now, I get-one of three
reactions when I meation
my virginity. Two of them I don't
mind.
Those who think that it's cute,
sweet, a n d o r noble, and those who
think I'm lying.
For those of you who think I'm
cute, sweet, a n d o r noble, thanks
for the compliment.
For those of you who think I'm
lying, thanks for the compliment.
It's that one bonehead reaction
that gets me angry.
I mention I'm a virgin, and someone blurts out, "Oh, what are you,
gay?"
Now, I'm a nonviolent guy by
nature, but that type of statement
wlll make me squish an idiot's head
like an overripe casaba melon.
Don't get me wrong. Most of the
time, I'm not angry about being
labeled gay. I have an open attitude
towards people. I can understand if
someone mlstakes me for a homosexual or bisexual. I simply correct
them and go on with my life.
Nothing to it.
I get angry because some moron
believes if you don't sleep with
women, you're automatically gay.
Let me point out something to all
of you: virginity does not equal
homosexuality. Just because I'm a
vlrgin does not mean I don't like

I

women Heck, I love women I
think they're the greatest thing
since oxygen I would like to know
who started the notion that it's okay
for women to be virgins, but not for
men? (Say, if women have to be
virgins, and men not virgins, how
are the men losing their virginity?)
It's that kind of misunderstanding
that ruffles my feathers (metaphorically spealung, of course) I just
wish people would be more knowledgeable about other people, and
not rely on stereotyped information.
If you're of African
descent, does that automatically make you good
at basketball or casting
voodoo spells? If you're
of Italian descent, does
that automatically mean
you have an uncle in the
Mafia?
If we all follow stereotypes, then all Oriental people
know martial arts, all Polish people
have low intelligence, and all
Irishmen are alcoholics.
Hey, why stop at nationalities?
According to stereotype, all senior
citizens are feeble-minded, weak
people. All homosexual males are
effeminate; all lesbians, butch. All
people with shaved heads are racist
skinheads. All football players are
thick-headed Neanderthals. All
Southerners (the southern region,
not the band) are incestuous rednecks. All rock bands are Satanworshipping freaks. All Christians
are Bible-thumpers with a superiority complex.
And all male virgins are "in the
closet."
It's safe to say no one is without
prejudices. No one. But I believe
it's the ability to look past those
prejudices that make us better people. If my mind was closed due to
the above stereotypes, I wouldn't
have some of the greatest friends in
the world.
Are my friend.^ black or white,
Oriental or Occidental, straight or
gay, religious or atheist, virgin or
"experienced?" , How about your
friends?
Hey, does it matter?
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To Whom It May Concern:
I have listened to 92-J go from good to almost incredible, according to what college radio is all about. Well, in
less than two months time, the reputation and sounds have gone from that of almost incredible stratight to feces.
College radio is about what the hottest, new bands are playing. It is not about what the disc jockey on the air feels
like playing at that particular moment. Since National Public Radio (NPR) takes up a lot of our airtime, there is
not much time left to play the required number of spins (plays) a new band has to be spun. Each DJ usually works
for a period of three hours. This time is supposed to be for college music. We are now broadcast over the internet for all to enjoy across the borders. This is a perfect opportunity for the record labels to hear what exactly we
are and are not playing. When the labels realize that 92-J is not playing the correct music then they will stop contact and the use of their promotional CDs. This will be bad. At night from 10:OO pm to 2:00 am should be the
only time a DJ has the freedom to choose. Nobody wants to hear the same bad music and attitude anymore. The
shows from 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm display these bad elements and have become a running joke on campus among
music lovers. The same is being notice between 7:00 pm to 10:OO pm and on weekends. Now that we are being
heard through the internet, we want exceptional representation. We are not getting it now. Robert Ray, Roger
Johnson, And Richard Howell (previous employees) know college music and you all who are not doing their job
right, need to take advice from them. I hope not to offend those who do their job right, only those who think they
know it all are the one's I hope take this letter to heart, open their eyes, and get the station back on the track it was
on.
Sincerely,
Janna Waller
Dear Ed~tor,JSU Students and Faculty,
WLJS/ 91 9 FM-92-J IS Jacksonville State Un~versity'sr a d ~ ostatlon The station IS run ent~relyby students, the
majority of whlch are on a volunteer basis We are a non-prof~torganlzatlon that serves as a tralning ground tor
lndrv~dualsinterested In pursulng a career In communications We are now broadcasting worldw~deon real a u d ~ o
at www jsu edu, follow the bounclng ball 92-J IS also a Nat~onalPubllc R a d ~ oAffil~ate The musical format of
the statlon is very broad In an attempt to prov~desomething to everyone's l~klng As a college r a d ~ ostatlon the
s the type of muslc sent to us free of
bulk of our programming IS geared towards "alternatlve" muslc 1) T h ~ IS
charge from record companies 2) We are the only statron In a sixty m ~ l rea d ~ u sthat prov~dest h ~ type
s
of muslc
WLJS prov~desa service to the record companies and the College MUSICJournal by chartlng t h ~ smuslc sometimes months before an l n d ~ v ~ d ucan
a l hear ~t on commerc~alr a d ~ ostatlons or MTV
L~stedbelow IS the schedule of programs that can be heard on 92-5 Hopefully readers, whether students, faculty, or just members of the community, will find something to t h e ~ rlihng &/or wrll be made aware of the station's existence and what we offer
2AM-5AM
Jazz After Hours
Sun & Mon
Sat &Tues -Frl 2AM-SAM
NPR-NewstTalk
Monday-Fr~day 5AM-9AM
NPR-Morn~ngE d ~ t ~ o n
Monday-Friday 9AM- 12FM
NPR-Performance Today
Monday-Fr~day 12PM-1PM
NPR
IPM-4PM
Classic Rock
Mon -Thurs
Friday
IPM-4PM
Anyth~ng80's
Mon -Frl
4-5 30PM
NPR-A11 Thlngs Considered
MWF
5 30- 10PM
Alternat~veMusic
Thursday
7PM-lOPM
All Request Show
Monday
10PM-2AM
TechnoAndustr~al
Tuesday
10PM-2AM
Latest of the Loud
10PM-2AM
Live Concerts: Grateful Dead, W~despreadP a n ~ c& P h s h
Wednesday
Thursday
IOPM-2AM
Ska
Fr~day
10PM-2AM
92-J Top lO/ClassicCollege
Saturday
10AM-2AM
Alternahve
Sunday
7AM- 11AM
Chr~stianMusic
I I AM- 12PM
NPR-Car Talk
Sunday
Sunday
12PM- 1PM
Hany Shearer
1PM-7PM
Alternat~ve
Sunday
Sunday
7PM-8PM
Local Art~sts
Sunday
8PM- 1OPM
Blues/Jazz
Sunday
IOPM- 1 1PM
Canadian
11PM-2AM
Alternat~ve
Sunday
In the near future, once the equipment IS installed, 2AM-SAM will be pre-recorded "best o f ' shows It IS our
lntentlon to contlnue to try to prov~dea var~etyIn muslc and Improve upon our current formats Please feel free
to contact me at 782-5572 ~fyou are Interested In volunteering, have questrons, or have comments or suggestions
Sincerely, Hose Hosrer, Program D~rector

Forum is our readers' column Our polrcy for letters to the editor should be kept rn mrnd when worhng on
subm~ss~ons
*The Chanticleer w ~ l not
l prlnt letters whlch are l~belousandlor defamatory
*The Chantlcleer reserves the nght to e d ~ letters
t
for space and grammar as well as style
l
*There will be at least two weeks between publication of letters from the same person and we w ~ l publrsh
rebuttals no later than two weeks after the publ~cat~on
of the artlcle, ed~torral,or letter In questlon
*The Chantlcleer reserves the right to refuse publlcatron of any submlss~on
*Deadlrne for subm~ss~ons
IS noon Monday, before des~redpubl~cat~on
*Subm~ss~ons
may be brought to the Chantlcleer office, sent through campus mall to 180 Self Hall, or
e-ma~ledto newspaper@student-ma11jsu edu All subm~ssionsmust include a name, phone number, and
student number for JSU students.

If you could change one thing
a t JSU, what would it be?
--Compiled by Fritz

"People stay on weekends."

7th Yr. Senior

"I would lower tuition, and make
tuition lower on out of state

Timothy Devlin

(positively/negatively) on what they want
from their schooVadministration. "

Graduate Student

"Parking hangtags instead of
window stickers. "

"Change roadways, because
almost all are one way

Michelle Pembliton
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Although they were once a thriving and populous
species, a ruthless turn in evolution was causiqg the
pop-ants to become extinct.

"I must confess, I never thought we would actually
pull this off."

I THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Renown
5 Atyospherlc
condltlon
9 Sliver
13 - Shar~fof fllms
14 Prayer endlng
15 Glow
16 Bucharest
* **.
c~tizens,
18 Big
19 Refrain syllable
20 Too
21 Man
22 "- Street"
24 Desire
25 - Zeppelln
26 Unions
29 '- Marner"
32 Liquid measures
33 One - tlme
35 The - of March
36 Sweets
37 Ell~ptical
38 Decade number
39 Fop
40 Metric measure
41 H O D ~ S
43 ~ e k o r m
44 Currier and 45 Lodger
49 Ogled
52 Courage
54 St.
55 Church table
56 Stresses
58 Runs amok
59 Short note
60 Color
61 "Cltizen -"
62 - and evens
63 Consumes

I

Exc~ternenthad run h ~ g hat the first annual mlme
convention. Yet, within seconds, an embarrass~ng
silence filled the auditorium.

CLOSE TO HOME

jam MC~I-FERSON

I

--

DOWN
1 Citadels
2 Love in ltal~a
3 The - and the
Papas
4 Historic tlme
5 Greeted
6 Amo, -...
7 Greek
philosopher
8 Nav. off.
9 Pure
10 Trumpeter Al

Bizarre though it was, the Merkles had stumbled
onto a system for picking stocks that netted them'
$11,761 i n just five months.

CLOSE TO HOME

0 1997 ~ n b u n e ~ e dServices,
ia
Inc
AII rights reserved.

11 Playwright
William
12 Equal
15 Hurls
17 Tltles
21 Borgnine film
23 Woel
24 "Peter Pan" girl
26 Heeds
27 Great review
28 Luminary
29 Pose
30 Thought
31 Camera part
32 Glass sections
34 Tankard
contents
36 Had concern for
37 Director
Preminger
39 Var~ous
40 Dundee citizens
42 Sea robber
43 Comes up
46 Callas ot opera

JOHN MCPHERSON

ANSWERS

47 Happen~ng.
48 Takes a
breather
49 S ~ n g ~ nbird
g
50 Director Kazan

51 English school
52 Football field
53 Tear
56 Arafat's gp.
57 Indian

"Mr. Hopkins! We're having a bit of trouble with the
new laser printer."

m

-

I rr

It journeys to the place of dreams where]
only segments of the necessary are seen
side by side among the more visceral...elements of the play.
99

Pageant starts Homecoming festivities
by Cathy Higgins
Features writer
Tonight marks the kickoff for the
JSU Homecoming festivities. The
Homecoming Pageant will be at 7
pm in the Leon Cole Auditorium.
This year thirty-three contestants
will participate. "It's the most participation we've had in at least five
years," says Rachel Parker,
Homecoming Pageant Coordinator.
According to Parker, the contestants will be interviewed today, then
tonight they will be presented to the
judges in evening gowns in the
auditorium. She adds that seventyfive percent of the judging is based
on the interview. "We are not iooking for a beauty queen," says
Parker. "We are looking for an
attractive, intelligent co-ed that has
a good personality."
However, Parker emphasizes the
main purpose of the pageant itself.
"It really is important to see how a
young lady handles herself in front
of a large crowd," she says.
According to Parker, the contestants are narrowed down to ten by a
group of five judges, consisting of
three women and two men. "We
want to fairly represent gender," she
says. The Homecoming Planning

Committee chooses the judges randomly from active JSU alumni
Parker adds that one judge is a former JSU Homecoming Queen "So
she knows what to look for," she
says
According to Parker, this elimination process lessens the rlsk of a
strict popularity contest "Unlike
other institutions that have students nomlnate and vote, and vote,
and vote, we'd rather have judges
that don't know the candidates," she
says
At the pep rally, the top ten will
be presented to the student body
"From there the students will vote
for the top five," says Parker "then
they vote for the queen "
According to Parker, unlike prevlous years, the queen will not be
announced before the Homecoming
parade Instead the announcement
will be made at the game "It's part
of the fun," she says "It will add to
the suspense "
Students can vote in the fourth
floor of the Theorem Montgomery
Building October 16 for the top
five, and October 22 and 23 for the
queen Polls for both eliminations
will be open 9 am to 4 pm
According to Leanne Jordan,

SGA tlrst vice president, contestants must have a 2 0 GPA "They
have to have a good standing with
the school as far as grades are concerned," she says
Parker adds that a candidate must
have attended JSU for at least one
semester prlor to the pageant "If
we're looking for someone to adequately represent the campus,
someone who's been here only
three or four weeks is obviously not
going to fulfill that requirement,"
she says
Contestants also must be sponsored by a campus organization
The group pays the $35 entry fee for
the contestant "But it's just saylng
the organization thinks this person
would be a good representative for
the school," says Jordan She adds
that an organization can have up to
three candidates.
Both Parker and Jordan are excited about the participation in the
Homecoming pageant
"I've
noticed that student parficipation is
up all over c ~ % ~ u s ,s"G s Jordan
The five candidates will nde in the
JSU Homecoming parade, which
will be held at 2 pm on October 25.
At 4 pm JSU will play Ntcholls
State at Paul Snow Stadium

Preparations for JSU Homecoming started early this week
with the placement of banners in Jacksonville Square.

"Under Milk Wood" debuts 50th season
by Chris Colvard
Features editor

'The cast for "Under Milk Wood" rehearse their lines
and movements at the Ernest Stone Pei$ormance Arts Center:

12
VS

I

The Jacksonville State theatre
department's first production of its
50th year anniversary is the lyrically challenging "Under Milk Wood"
by Dylan Thomas. The title comes
from the town's own memory, that
is, what is happening under the
"slun" of the populace of the Welsh
fishing village Milk Wood, as well
as the town itself.
Although meant to be a reader's
play or even a radio play, director
Susan McCain's version of "Under
Milk Wood" goes a different route .
Songs, creative movement, and
dance styles akin to ballet and jazz

will be used to punctuate the verse
of Thomas
McCaln wants to lift the poetry off
well
the page and make ~t visu
the
as aural "This is- inclusive
expresswe Images that Thomas uses
in his writings "
She descnbes the physical style of
the production as a non-realistic
one "Rather, it journeys to the
place of dreams where only segments of the necessary are seen side
by side among the more visceral,
perhaps even Freudian, elements of
the play "
McCain describes the dreams of
the town as ghosts, or faded memories "The playful movements of

the ghosts augment the sounds,
voices, lights, and dwellings of
Milk Wood," she says. "This intermingling supports Thomas' won
tantalizing search for spirituality. It
resounds his respect and hospitality
toward the 'otherness' that awakens
and stirs thoughts, desires, lies,
truths, and dreams. We elevate his
paradox of the spiritual, residing in
the earthiest events."
It would~seemdifficult to place all
these elements from Dylan's writing into a physical plane. McCain
refers to the whole piece as a "kinetic canvas," on which to create a
moveable art form.

see Theatre page 11
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92J invades the Net
92J.
You've heard them on the radio.
Now you can hear them on the
World Wide Web.
Jacksonville State University's
radio station WLJS 91.9 FM can
now be heard through the JSU
Website at jsucc.jsu.edu/92j/index.
html.
Other radio stations use the
WWW to broadcast their signal.
WQEN 103.7 FM (Q-104) has a
similar setup at their website
www.wqen.org. So if Rick and
Bubba can be heard in China, why
not us?
Right
the feed sounds
py. About 85% of the feed comes
through the computer. In time, the
technology will improve just
enough to fix that problem.
Hey, who really cares? The first
weren't all that
'Iear. The main thing is JSU is
worldwide. Not only can they read
they
about JSU On the web, but
can hear about JSU.
Kinda makes ya feel godlike,
Y'

through the Internet. With a better hookup, WWS can be
broadcast around the world
Here's what you need if you want
9 2 invading
~
your computer:
PC Systems

*RealAudio 3.0
Apple Macintosh
-PowerPC

*Windaws 3.x or Windows 95
(Windows NT 3.51 for 32-bit sys-

02 MB free on your hard disk
016 MB RAM
*Modem or other Internet connection - 14.4 minimum/28.8 or faster
recommended

.cpU: 486/66 DX minimum/
Pentium or faster recommended

.2 MB free on your hard disk
*A Windows-compatible sound card
is recommended (but not required)
.16 MB RAM
*Modem or other Internet connection - 14.4 minimum/28.8 or faster
recommended

*RealAudio 3.0

You can download RealAudio 3.0
from www.real.com/products/player/playerdl.html. It takes about ten
minutes with a 14.4 nlodem, seven
with a 28.8.

,

.

.

.

-

t

.

,

SIX DEGREES
OF KEVIN BACON

ROUND FIVE
He wins the weekly prize of the
Footloose soundtrack. He can pick
it up at the Chanticleer office at 180
Self Hall today at 5:00 p.m.
I would like to take some space
and touch on an issueconcerning
this contest. In no way, shape, or
form do we use the Internet to come
up with the links. There are many
sites that have the contest, and some
with a unique search engine called
the "Oracle" that can link any actor
with Kevin Bacon. We feel using
such technology cheapens the contest by making it too easy for us.
We use old-fashioned research
techniques to divine the answer.
Hard library research combined
with years of personal knowledge.

This round we only have the one
entry from Todd Dean. He gives us
the challenge of linking the center
of the movie universe, Kevin
Bacon, to Michael Sarrazin, a
movie icon of the 1970s.
Done in four links
Okay, now it's your turn to give it
*Michael Sarrazin was in "THE a try doing the links. Can you link
REINCARNATION
OF PETERPROUD'' the following actors in six links or
with Margot Kidder
less?
*Margot Kidder in "SUPERMAN"
Pamela Anderson Lee
with Gene Hackman
Tim Roth
*Gene
Hackman
in
"THE
Vincent Price
BIRDCAGE"
with Dianne Wiest
Paxton Whitehead
*Dianne Wiest in " F o o ~ ~ o o s e "
Elliot Gould
with. ..Kevin Bacon
Peter Lorre
Moe Howard
Since Todd is the only entry this
and,of course, Charlie Chaplin
week, he is automatically the
TRICKY PICK O F THE WEEK.
Have fun!

FUNCTION
FOLLOWS FORM

SYNCHILLAB
JACKET

You've heard them all before:
The $250 dollar cookie recipe
from Neiman-Marcus.
The Satanic Proctor and Gamble
company
The spider bite that hatched thousands of baby spiders.
That embarrassing story about
Richard Gere
The scandalous details involving
Disney animated features
All these are true aren't they?
Well, maybe so, but maybe not
The stones mentioned above are
examples of a popular form of storytelling the urbap legend
An urban legend, by definition,
appears mysteriously and spreads
spontaneously in varying forms,
contains elements of humor or horror (the horror often "punishes"
someone who flouts society's conventions), makes good storytelling,
and does NOT have to be false,

their life after-the-fact that gives
them particular interest.
There are quite a few websites
dedicated to the urban legend. If
you want to find out about this
modern form of storytelling, try
these sites for size.
The overall best site is the Urban
Legends Reference Page at
www.snopes.com. You'll need at
least a 14.4k modem to access this
site and have your graphics resolution set to 800x600 to enjoy it. It
plays MIDI music throughout the
site, especially the fitting "Heard It
Through The Grapevine." The
most noteworthy feature is the
"truth rating," showing which legends are truths, half-truths, lies, or
inconclusive. Sections on the site
include College Myths, Disney
Myths, and The Wooden Spoon, a
collection of non-categorized urban
legends.
The AFU & Urban Legends

ics use IS slmple,with no bells and
whistles, making it quicker to
download. It has an extensive
search engine with not only urban
legend, but explanations of certaln
subjects, such as an examination of
Don McLean's song "American
Pie." The bulk of the text are
downloads from newsgroups and
chatrooms that detail certain legends It IS packed with information, although some of the stories
tend to go nowhere It is factual,
but not too fun
Tweak's First Person Page at
www.tweak.com/firstperson/urban
has a $election of popular urban
myths told from the point of view
of Herb Urban The stories of the
fictitious "Uncle Herb" are wltty
and well-written, although only a
handful are represented
James' List of Anecdotes and
Urban Legends at robotics.stanford.edu/users/jek/legends.htmlis

entertaining yet thoughtful analysis
of Bill Gates belng the antichrist.
The scary thing is, he presents a
convincing argument.
There are other sites, but they
contain either a page of text or a
jump to another location In other
words, the information was minima1 and poorly written. The sites
llsted above are enough to sate anyone's appetite for modern folk tales
- the urban legend.

Did you know that
Jacksonville State has cts own
urban 1kgend? It concerns a
variation of the "ether bunny"
story told at most universities.
For more information, hit one of
the sites for the whole story. It's
a bit raw, so I can't reprint it
here. But the question I pose is:
zs the story real?
You decide.

SUPPLY INC
*CLOTHING*CLIMBING *CANOES*CAMPING
DARTS*ACCESSORlES*BACKPACKING*KAYAKS

205-543-7833

414 Chestnut Street Gadsden, A1

I patagonia I
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Theatre from page 9
Cast member Lee Abernathy
agrees with the sentiment. "Her
ideas and views are just so unique,
which gives the play an interesting
twist. Anyone who is a Dylan
Thomas fan will enjoy it."
"At first, it was a little hard to
understand," he says, descnbing the
rehearsal process. "As we went on,
it was easler to grasp the concept

M~shap
Stuck ln the Mud
Cold Gin Records

*****

Stuck in the Mud by Mishap is a
study in contrasts In their favor,
the musical quality throughout the
C D is pretty good The harmonica
is used in most of the songs, so they
have a Blues Traveler kind of
sound However, Lyric Writing 101
might have been helpful while writing the words
The first time I listened to the CD,
I was ready to trash it, simply
because the lyrics were unoriginal.
Then I listened to it a s ~ o n time,
d
and then a third time, and I decided
that a coup1e of the
were
w f l h a listen. The first cut on the
CD,"Transltlon," blends harmonica
and guitar to create a sound that
really gets Your attenhon The letdown happens hen the band a m ally Starts Slnglng. The lyflcs seem
pointless, although this Song isn't as
bad as some of the others.
"Sx-~ShlneSong" made me want
to grab a baseball bat and attack my
C D player repeatedly. Forget originality. The words to thrs song were
so annoying I can't imagine any
self-respecting band recording this
song.
The same is true of
"Yearbook". The music was almost
identical to the first song, but the
only thing I got out of the lyrics was
something about laughter and
throw~nga baseball. "For Jim" had
a much slower beat, and the music
was good, but again, the lyncs real-

EARN
1 $750-$15OO/WEEK
I

Raise all the money your group
needs by sponsoring a VISA
fundraiser on your campus. No
investment & very little time
needed. There's no obligation, so
why not call for infoimation today.
CaH t-800-323-8454 x 95.

she (McCain) was working for."
It would appear that "Under Milk
Wood" would be a challenge for
any theatre to perform. McCain
hopes that her directorial concept
maintains an alliance with Thomas'
own introspections that lie outside
of time and place, and hopes that
the production as a whole will capture his mysticism and playful spirit.

I definitely do not recommend
that you rush to the music store and
purcK&e this CD, especially since it
only contains seven songs. The fact
that there seems to be no meaning
behind the songs is an irritant. If
vou can listen to the music without
listening to the lyncs, you might
enjoy it On the other hand, you
might want to just go buy a Blues
Traveler CD I can assure you that
it is superior

"Under Milk Wood" will run
October 16-20 at Ernest Stone
Pelfomance Arts Center Emes
are 8:OOp.m. with a 2:OOp.m. matinee Sunday. Call 782-5623for box
office information.
"Under Milk Wood" is JSUk
entry in the American College
Theatre Festival at Troy State
October 25.

of whatever object you use to rate
art. Eleven tracks of spacey dance
music fused into one seamless 90minute song, this album will give
your auditory cortex a good workout - just about every sound
you've ever heard is sampled here.

--Angel Weaver
sasha and ~~h~ ~~~~~~d
~ ~ , E~~~~~~~
+ h ~ ~ ~
MCA ecords

*****

You could probably have more fun
applying electric currents directly
somewhere
vast and osten- to your temporal lobe, but it wouldsibly free country, there IS probably n't be
as convenient
Northern Exposure also features
a
the apparent return of the Emphatic
for users of
drugs rn ths magaz,ne, every CD Whisper Lady from those old
would be
a rating of one to Enigma albums. She's speaking in
English now - on one of these
five bongs, based on how well
tracks she whispers "I! Am! Free!"
enhances the drug experience.
and she sounds even freakier
of course, ~h~ c k n t l c l e e r not
that paper. we know who holds the when you can understand what
strings, and there are all h n d s she's saying. I'm all for people
,f
thngswe can't say. ~ ~ wek being
~ ,free, but I don't know that I'd
want
to go up to this girl's apartcan't say that the G~~~~~~~is a fat
ment.
Still, it's nice to know she
old bigot. ~~d we sure as hell
advocate manruana use, or anythngstill has a job. Even freaky people
need to eat, and they can't all work
else that's fun, for that matter.
so cerzainly don't recommend at student newspapers.

--Tim Lockette

I t ' s A Steal!
I t ' s the
Cheeseburger,
small french fry,
small soft drink
and baked
apple pie meal.
(no jail time involved)

ALL
FOR

(Limited Time only)

McDonald's of
Jacksonville and Piedmont

+tax

I t ' s all w i t h i n your reach.

This will be the I
biggest game in the history of our program.

166

SPORTS

--Coach Howe
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Jacksonville State losing streak continues
by ShannonFagan
Sports Editor
The Gamecocks traveled to Murfreesboro,
Tennessee on Saturday to face the Middle
Tennessee State Blue Raiders. Jacksonville
State continued to struggle, losing the game
by the final of 27- 16.
"We made some critical mistakes on
defense. We've got to keep working our players to make them more conscious of how
important it is to make plays," said coach
Williams.
In the first quarter, the Blue Raider offense
was ignited by an 11 play, 73 yard drive.
Tailback Lebrian McGill found the end zone
on a two-yard scamper. The point after made
it 7-0 for the Blue Ralders. The Gamecocks
couldn't get anything going on offense in the
first quarter, but the defense kept the Blue
Ra~deroffense from scorlng agaln m the quarter.
"'"
Jacksonville State finally got on the
board In the second quarter K~ckerBrad
P 1 i p e b ~ @ s , 3 7 - y a r d field goal to cut the
i*,

Ed '''I

Montressa
Coach Williams~and Coach
discuss a play.
accounted for 400 yards total offense versus Middle Tennessee State.
defic~tto 7-3 It wouldn't take long for the
Blue R a ~ d e r s to resp
rterback
w-
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Jonathan Qulnn dashed Into the end zone
from nlne yards out The polnt after was no
,

*

good, but Middle Tennessee State had built a
13-3 advantage. The Gamecocks were unable
to score, and trailed at the half by ten.
The Gamecocks got their first touchdown in
the third quarter. Montressa Kirby led the
offense on a 6 play, 80 yard drive. The result
was a 49-yard pass to receiver Michael
gonner. The extra point was missed, but the
Gamecocks were back in the game at 13-9.
However, the Blue Raiders would answer
late in the third. Tailback Kelverick Green
cut through the Gamecock defense and found
the end zone from 17-yards out. The point
after made it 20-9.
The Blue Raiders weren't through scoring.
On a 14 play, 75 yard drive, Quinn dumped a
short pass to tight end Gary Davis. Davis
found his way to the end zone to give Middle
Tennessee an overwhelming 27-9 advantage.
The Gamecocks refused to back down The
Grby-to-Banner connection would hook up
agaln Thls tlme, Bonner hauled In a threeyard pass from K~rbyfor the score Brad

See Football page 15

* - -

Soccer team still has a chance to make playoffs
by ShannonFagan
Sports Editor
A number of reccids were broken last
week by the Lady Gr,inecock soccer team
They played two conference games wlth
hopes of keeping t h e ~ rpost-season chances
a l ~ v e Jacksonv~lleState defeated in-state
rlval Samford last Tuesday but fell short on
Sunday agalnst Centenary
"We've been Injured here lately and
haven't played a game t h ~ syear where
we've had all of our players at 100%. We're
startlng to heal r ~ g h t now," says coach
Howe.

JSU 3, Samford 0
At University ~ i e l d the
, Lady Gamecocks
helped their post-season chances by shutting out the Lady Bulldogs. Amy Buchanan
scored Jacksonville State's first two goals.
She also had an assist to help the Lady

Gamecocks. Andrea Poole had three shots
on goal, scoring on one of them. The three
goals in the match helped give the Lady
Gamecocks a point advantage over Samford
in the TAAC Western Division.
Buchanan and Poole are having a great
season. Buchanan now leads the Lady
Gamecocks in career points with 42 and
career goals with 16. Poofe set a new Lady
Gamecock record with 17 points.
"Amy Buchanan has always been a consistent contributor. She's been here from
the very beginning. Andrea Poole is a great
impact player who's also been here from the
beginning. She's been a great addition to
our team," says coach Howe.
Ed Hill
Also over the weekend, Megan Steinebach
broke the season assist record with five. Lady Gamecock Andrea Poole
She also leads the Lady Gamecock record bounces the ballpast a defender.
book with nine career assists. That's pretty
" ~ M~~~~
f
was playing more of an attackgood considering she's been playing at a ing type of position, she'd have even more
defender position, according to Howe.
assists," says Howe.

Centenary 2, JSU 0
On Sunday, Centenary came to town for
another TAAC Western Division showdown Centenary's Dan~elaS a r q u ~ zscored
then second goal to put the match out of
reach. Lady Gamecock Emlly Bryan had
e ~ g h saves
t
on goal, but ~t wasn't enough as
Jacksonv~lle State couldn't put a goal
through.
The Lady Gamecocks get back Into actlon
on October 10 when they face Charleston
Southern at Unlvers~tyF ~ e l d They can st111
get into the playoffs if they beat Troy State
on October 12. Coach Howe l ~ k e sthe
team's chances of m a k ~ n gthe post-season.
"If we beat Troy here on Sunday, we're in
the tournament. T h ~ swill be the biggest
game in the history of our program. We
beat Troy earlier this year 4-0. I'm sure
they've Improved a lot, but I think we have
too."
*

Diehard 500 scheduled for this Sunday
by Will Roe
Sports Writer
In the past, both Winston Cup races at Talladega
would have already been run at this point in the
season. This year though.'the Diehard 500 has
moved from hot and steamy July to cool October.
Talladega is what most race fans truly love.
When you think of speed, you think of Talladega.
The spring race had to be pushed back two week-

ends, but ran without any cautions and became
the fastest W~nstonCup ever run. The "Big
Wreck" that almost always happens never
occurred. Mark Martin took advan'tage and held
on for the win.
m e n you look at possible contenders for
Sunday's race, you have to look at the top ten in
the point standings. Jeff Gordon currently holds
the top position ifi points. He won last year's
Diehard 500 and won the , 1995 points title.
Gordon has ten wins this season and has won the

coveted Winston Million bonus.
Looking up at Gordon is Mark-Martin, who
trails Gordon by 125 points in the standings.
Martin has four wins in 1997, including his
Talladega win in April.
Dale Jarrett and Jeff Burton are also in the hunt.
Both are tied for third in points with 197. Jarrett
has six wins in 1997 and says that he will have to
win the remainder of the races to even have a shot
at catching Gordon. Burton has had an incredible
season. He's had wins at Texas, New Hampshre,

and Martinsville. He has been consistently running at the front all season long.
For Dale Earnhardt fans, it has been a long, hard
road. Earnhardt has not won in 55 races. This is
the longest drought of his career. He was
involved In a terrifying crash in last year's
Diehard 500 in which he sustained a broken collarbone and a broken sternum. Over the past few
races, Earnhardt looks like the "intimidator"of

See 500 page 14

.
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500 from page 12
old. He's had several top five finishes. It would be something to see
Earnhardt win the Diehard 500 after
the tumble he took there last year that
took him out of the points chase.
The key to winning the race at
Talladega is drafting. Restrictor plates
placed on the carburetors limit the
horsepower of the engines. No car
can win at Talladega without drafting.
Therefore, you have to fmd friends or
teammates, push the accelerator, and
shift left through the turns. You have
to have lots of luck, good pit stops,
and the ability to miss wrecks. It will
be a big challenge for each driver
come Sunday.
Something else is also noteworthy
for the sentimental race fans. Ernie
Irvan will once again be driving the
car painted like the one of the late
Davey Allison. Irvan drove the car in
the Coca-Cola 600 earlier this season.
The car will be run once again this
weekend to honor Allison.
It has been a tremendous season in
Winston Cup racing. The sport continues to draw fans in from all over.
No matter how many seats they add to
Talladega Superspeedway, they will
sell each one because of the excitement of NASCAR racing. The green
flag will fall just after noon on Sunday
starting the 188-lap Diehard 500.

Domino's
JACKSONVILLE
LOCATION
ONLY

We Accept Checks!!

iI Buy Any PIZZA At Regular Price,

market-based rates. That's insuring the future.

Ask your employer or banker about saving with
U.S.Savings Bonds. For all the righ?reasons.

I
I
I
I

Get 10 WINGS,
An Order Of BREADSTICKS
and a 2 LITER COKE
for

$399
Offer Expires: 1012r97

I

On The Squareo Jacksonille

I

II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Gamecock B r ~ e t s
-

bvShannonFanan
Sports Editor

Rifle
Jacksonville State defeated
Murray State on Saturday. Shane
Barnhart led the team in the smallbore division. Lucinda Roddy was
the team leader in air rifle. Their
next match will be October 18
against the Kentucky Wildcats.

Cross Country
The Gamecocks finished 19 of 23
in
the
Auburn
University
Invitational. Luis Delfin placed
53rd. The Lady Gamecocks were
14 out of 15 teams. Leslie Gardner
had a time of 19:28.

Golf
The women's golf team finished
eighth In a field of 19 Sunday at the
Lady Rebel Invltatlonal. Vlckl
Hanks led the
Gamecocks
with a 75 and finished with a twoday total of 155

Cycling
The Jacksonville State cycling
team announced their upcoming
events recently. This Saturday, they
will participate in the Greenville:
Michelin Tire Invitational.
They will compete - a t the
University of Georgia in Athens on
October 18 and at Georgia Southern
on October 25-26. The team will
also participate in the National
Collegiate Cycling Association's
Mountain
Biking
National
Championships
in
Madison,
Wisconsin on November 8-9.

Soccer
On October 5, the Hispanic
Hentage Soccer Tournament was
held at University Field. First
place went to Equipo Corona, second place to The Melting pot, and
third place to Illegal Aliens A trophy ceremony will be on October
14 at the Baptist CampusMinistries

WHEN YOU CAN'T BREATHE, NOTHING ELSE MATTER*
For ~nformationabout lung disease call 1-800-LUNG-USA

at Gadsden Mall and Quintard
Mall. Must be energetic, reliable and mature. Manage
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Life's easier with 10$ a minute, AT&T Call Organizermand
Student Advantage". I t ' s all FREE just for being with AT&T.
lo$ A MINUTE-AT&T Simple Ratesm-on long distance calls f r o m home t o anywhere in the
U.S. from 7pm-7am weekdays and all weekend long; 25# a mlnute all other times.
FREE AT&TCALL ORGANIZER: no more hassles-use your personalized code before you
dial, and we'll rally your phone bill by roommate (up t o 12 people per bill).
FREE STUDENT ADVANTAGE: get special offers and up t o 50% off every day at thousands
of your favorite neighborhood places and national sponsors-l~ke Kinko's: Tower Records"
and Amtrak?
AT&T Si:lplc Ildte, I> avaldble t o A l & T ~ e i d e n t a !larlq d s t i n i e i u b i i i b e i I< wblec: to u 1
31. .~v.i~:.ib,t,and cant be r o v b n e d .+!h any othe, don-eit~iw v n g o p l o ~ ~
I hi i p a r
also ofic, I,ile, to, othel types of cailr on your rn,,:, b , e d .iriouiit c11 foi b ~ t . i i iin8oli uy I !I30197 P A Pi avalabie u n t !2:3!97 :fAT&T 5,npIe Kafei blllilg ,in1 ,iv.i~dble n
yoili .ile,i yob'i be enlolled ~n the AT&T One R.lt? ['!an

Live off campus? Get it all FREE with one easy call.

Call

1-800-878-3872

or v i s i t w w w . a t t . c o m / c o l l e g e / n p . h t m l

AT&T
=
L

It's

all

w i t h i n

your

reach.

